
Cliff Goulding Associates trading as AC Goulding 

ABN:  57 007 347 515

65 Grange Rd Cheltenham 3192     Ph: (03) 9585 7577  

Email:  service@acgoulding.com.au  
SAFE WORK METHOD STATEMENT

SWMS 055

Activity                          
Break the job into steps  what 

are you doing?

Hazards                                                    
What can Harm you of others                                                                                              

list Hazards individually, do not group

Risk Ranking      
before controls are 

implemented H,M, or L

Controls                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
What are you going to do to carry out the work safely?                                                                                                                                                      

(Apply the risk Hierarchy of control)

Risk 

Ranking    
After controls are 

implemented             

H, M or L

Person 

Responsible     
for implementation of the 

controls

-Muscle sprains & strains,          -

Injuries to muscles, ligaments, 

intervertebral discs  other structures 

in the back                                              -

injuries to soft tissues such as nerves, 

ligaments and tendons in the wrists, 

arms, shoulders, neck or legs

-abdominal hernias                  

 -chronic pain

(repetitive strain injury RSI,     overuse 

syndrome OOS).

(repetitive strain injury RSI,     overuse 

syndrome OOS).

Take 5 review 

working area for 

Hazardous Manual 

Handling tasks. 

Planning

-Muscle sprains & strains,          -

Injuries to muscles, ligaments, 

intervertebral discs  other structures 

in the back                                              -

injuries to soft tissues such as nerves, 

ligaments and tendons in the wrists, 

H Have sufficient workers and time for task, Adequate rest breaks & 

recovery time, Job rotation to ensure task variety.                                                                                           

TEAM LIFTS  – must ensure the following:                                           -all 

members of team lift are matched in size, skills, capabilities,                                                                                         

-number of persons proportionate to weight of load & level of 

difficulty                                                                                                                       

-lifts are planned and rehearsed                                                                         

-person allocated to plan & be in charge of lift                                                

- all others to know their roles                                                                              

-sufficient space to manoeuver

L Site Supervisor/  

Workers

Manual Handling

Identifying 

Hazardous Manual 

Handling tasks

Assess where the risks may arise in the task such as: -awkward 

postures

-environmental conditions

-previous injuries &/or incidents reported

-forces required to be exerted

-unstable or unbalanced loads which are difficult to grasp or hold.

-vibration

-duration and frequency                                                        - Eliminate if 

possible

- Find alternative systems of work

- Use mechanical aids

H L Site Supervisor/  

Workers
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SAFE WORK METHOD STATEMENT
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Activity                          
Break the job into steps  what 

are you doing?

Hazards                                                    
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Risk Ranking      
before controls are 

implemented H,M, or L
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Risk 

Ranking    
After controls are 

implemented             

H, M or L

Person 

Responsible     
for implementation of the 

controls

cont. arms, shoulders, neck or legs,          -

abdominal hernias                               -

chronic pain           

H L Site Supervisor/  

Workers

use aids where possible (lifting bars, handles etc).                                                              

If no lifting aids ENSURE you follow these controls:                                 

-Lift within physical capabilities of individual                            -weight 

of object is known                                                             -extreme force 

will not be required                                             -object can be held 

close to body (this excludes large/bulky items that are difficult to 

grasp, or hot/cold objects that cannot be held against body)                                                        

-flat, even floor surface, short travel distance with no obstructions                                                                                       

-sufficient lighting                                                                              -

suitable weather conditions (example: large cement sheeting can be 

unsafe to lift in high winds)                             -objects to be lifted are 

in suitable condition(dry, stable, even distribution of weight, 

handles where possible, allows good grip, will not block vision no 

sharp edges, containers sealed, no chemical or other waste residue 

on object etc)                                                                                           -

objects will not be lifted up/down ladders                               -

repetitive lifting will not exceed 30 minutes at a time or 2 hrs over 

entire day                                                                           -suitable 

personal protective equipment (PPE) provide i.e. gloves, hard hat , 

non slip shoes(safety shoes)
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Activity                          
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Ensure delivery transportation has  loading/unloading  devices and 

that they have suitable SWL attached securely to vehicle.

If possible co-ordinate delivery with crane haulage to position 

directly to final location.

Prior to lifting /moving materials from transport -  plan where the 

materials are to be located such as:

-What type of object being handled

-Location of object (i.e. 3rd floor no lifts)

-Presence of:

 *stairs/ slopes/ gradients

 *pets/children other hazards

(if using device inspect equipment BEFORE USE).  SWL displayed and 

loads are within the SWL operating controls labelled

Have sufficient workers and time for task

Team Lifts

Unloading 

materials from 

transport 

Muscle sprains & strains,                -

Injuries to muscles, ligaments, 

intervertebral discs  other structures 

in the back                                              -

injuries to soft tissues such as nerves, 

ligaments and tendons in the wrists 

arms, shoulders, neck or legs,                                                  

-abdominal hernias                               -

chronic pain  

H Site Supervisor/  

Workers

L
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H, M or L
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Responsible     
for implementation of the 

controls

Moving materials 

to storage/final 

location.

Muscle sprains & strains,                -

Injuries to muscles, ligaments, 

intervertebral discs  other structures 

in the back                                              -

injuries to soft tissues such as nerves, 

ligaments and tendons in the wrists 

arms, shoulders, neck or legs,                                                  

-abdominal hernias                               -

chronic pain  

H FOR LIFT FROM FLOOR  WITHOUT LIFTING AIDS  ensure safe lifting 

techniques used i.e: #plan travel pathway

 -location of object (i.e. 3rd floor no lifts)

 -stairs/slopes/gradients

#ensure individual physically ready for lift (muscles warmed 

up/stretches etc)

#face the load and stand close to load

#Maintain a wide stance (feet shoulder length apart)

#ensure good balance

#Bend at knees

#Grip load, ensure firm grip,  Keep load close to body

#keep  arms & back straight

#look forward, tuck chin into chest

#initiate lift using legs muscles

#lift smoothly, do not jerk or throw load upwards

#avoid any twisting & side bending during lift

#when placing load onto ground, follow instructions as above, bend 

knees, NOT back.

Use Mechanical devices where possible.

if using device inspect equipment BEFORE USE).  SWL displayed and 

loads are within the SWL operating controls labelled

L Site Supervisor/  

Workers
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Usage  of Trolley Sustained application of force (to 

move and steer trolley)     

Sustained awkward postures 

(bending & twisting the back & 

neck)

H Ensure floor surface –                                                                                

*clear from trip hazards                                                                                    

* firm ground (i.e. lay planks over non-compacted earth)     

Limit the weight and time required to push pull steer the 

trolley                                                                                   – ensure 

push-pull forces to start/stop & manoeuvre trolleys are not 

extreme.  Try to PUSH trolleys rather than pull. Limit the 

width and height of load on trolley so no need to bend or 

twist to see where you are going.

L Loading 

Master/Site 

Supervisor/Wo

rkers

Lifting gas bottles 

to and from 

storage to trolley

MSD injuries H Use proper bending methods which are :                            

*Bend at the knees not at the hips.                                  

*Ensure back is straight not bent.                                     

Position trolley so you DO NOT twist whilst lifting the bottle.                                                                                                               

Use both hands to lift ONE bottle at a time.                                            

Ensure bottle is fastened securely (in order not to fall off 

trolley).                                                                                  If in 

doubt ASK for assistance.

L Site 

Supervisor/  

Workers
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REPETITVE OR 

SUSTAINED POSTURES 

& MOVEMENTS -

Twisting the back 

more than 20 Deg        -

Bending the back 

forward or sideways 

more than 20 deg       -

Backward bending of 

back more than 5 deg                                   

-Working with one or 

both hands above 

shoulder height               

-Reaching forward or 

sideways more than 

30cm from the body   -

Squatting or kneeling, 

crawling, lying, semi-

lying or jumping                          

-Twisting, turning, 

grabbing, picking or 

wring actions with the 

fingers, hands or arms                                

-Excessive bending of 

the wrist         

H If lifting follow ALL procedures listed above regarding LIFTING 

techniques                                                                           -plan breaks by 

changing task frequently whereby different muscles groups are used 

i.e. Hanging ductwork for 30 minutes to housekeeping 10 minutes 

hanging ductwork for 30 minutes etc. or Typing for 30 minutes, filing 

for 10 minutes then back to typing & so on.

L Site Supervisor/  

Workers
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REPETITIVE OR 

SUSTAINED FORCES                    

-Exerting force with 

one hand or one 

side of the body                           

-Pushing, pulling, 

dragging                 -

Gripping with 

fingers pinched 

together or held 

wide apart

-Exerting force 

while in an 

awkward posture

-Holding 

supporting or 

restraining any 

object 

H If lifting follow ALL procedures listed above regarding LIFTING 

techniques                                                                          -plan breaks by 

changing task frequently whereby different muscles groups are used 

i.e.  Hanging ductwork for 30 minutes to housekeeping 10 minutes 

hanging ductwork for 30 minutes etc. or 

Typing for 30 minutes, filing for 10 minutes then back to typing & so 

on.

L Site Supervisor/  

Workers

REVIEW MSD L Management to review SWMS yearly or UNLESS:      *controls  failed 

to reduce risk adequately                            *new hazards have been 

identified                                       *changes to workplace has occur 

creating new/different risks where controls may no longer be 

effective                                                                         *consultation with 

relevant persons indicate review is needed.
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